
Redefine Lending and Insurance



caused by 
overcollateralisation

Pain Points with current DeFi Lending Platform

LOW FUND UTILIZATION

to borrow and lend

LACK OF INCENTIVES

caused by DeFi
protocol combinations

RISK CONTROL ISSUES



Borrowing dilemma: the 
irreconcilable contradiction 
between fund security and 
low fund utilization；

Why introduce insurance
in lending

Our solution

Solution: Introduce insurance 
agreement, liquidity risk 
mitigation tool

Insurance 
guarantee

Penalty

Insurance
buyer

Asset under 
reference

Collateral 
lending entity Investors

Collateral debt 
asset pool

Default events
1、Failure to pay at define time
2、Break below the liquidation line

Insurance
seller



Solve the problem of insufficient liquidity

How to provide insurance services 

BTC Price

$37,500

$60,000

$50,000

$30,000

$80,000

T T+1

Alice borrowed USD(T/C) by using Bitcoin a collateral when Bitcoin‘s value is at 

$50,000. At T+1 time, the Bitcoin price fell below the liquidation line of $37,500, 

and the Alice was unable to make up the margin call in a short time, which 

results in Bitcoin liquidatation and missing out on the opportunity for Bitcoin to 

gain extra value to $80,000.

$37,500

$60,000

$50,000

$30,000

$80,000

T T+1

BTC Price

Liquidation line Liquidation line

Insurance
guarantee

The introduction of insurance can be used to cover the risk of insolvency 

caused by BItcoin's price drop. Definex provides a risk mitigation tool 

that protects Bitcoin being liquidated at the T+1 moment.



How to provide insurance services 

Liquidation line

Can borrow 

500,000 USDC

Liquidation line

Can borrow 

600,000 USDC

BTC $1,000,000 BTC $1,200,000

Liquidation line

Can borrow 

600,000 USDC

BTC $1,000,000

Collateral loan
WITHOUT insurance

Collateral loan
WITH insurance

Improve asset utilization

Without the Insurance Model

Based on a 50% collateralized 
loan rate scenario, $1 million 
worth of Bitcoin can be 
borrowed for $500,000; $1.2 
million worth of Bitcoin can be 
borrowed for $600,000.

Insurance Model

$1 million worth of Bitcoin can 
be borrowed for $600,000, while 
extra buffer is offered by the 
insurance seller and receives 
premium for the managable risk.



Borrower Alice

Example

Period 30 days

Subject BTC

Rate of return 25%

Repayment of principal 
at maturity

No default on expiry

Default on maturity

Ø The investor gets back the principal and 30 days of interest.

Ø Investors make up for potential losses, and the final amount to 

get back is [principal + interest + insurance income-default loss 

(insolvent part)]

Ø The investor sells the insurance for $1 million, 30 days after 

receiving the deposit of $200,000. The borrower defaulted and 

lost $100,000.

Ø Investor net profit and loss=100*(25%/12)+100+20-10=110

1.  No default within 15 days

Receive principal and interest

2.  Default within 15 days
Principal + Interest-Default Loss



Dynamic interest rate model

V1 V2

Deposit fund utilization rate

Lending rate

Deposit rate

60% 80% 100%



Mortgage loan default insurance pricing model

The pricing of the insurance premium will depend largely on the expected default rate
(volatility), the term structure, and the liquidation price.

𝐩 = −𝐔𝐞!𝐫𝐭𝐍𝐍 −𝐡 + 𝐄𝐞!𝐫𝐭𝐍(𝐯 𝐭 − 𝐡)

𝐡 =
𝐥𝐧 𝐔

𝐄 + 𝐕
𝟐

𝟐 𝐭

𝐯 𝐭

E =Liquidation price
t=Remaining expiration time in years v=Decimal annualized volatility
r=Risk-free interest rate expressed as a decimal N(X)=Normal distribution function



Mortgage loan default insurance pricing model

The pricing of the insurance premium will depend largely on the expected default 
rate (volatility), the term structure, and the liquidation price.

The larger the spread between the liquidation price and the pledge price, the smaller the premiums charged; 
relatively the smaller the spread between the liquidation price and the pledge price gives larger the premiums 
charged.

Liquidation
price

Collateral
price

Liquidation
price

Collateral
price



HIGHLIGHTS

Polkadot Grant in 2019

LENDING INSURANCEINNOVATION =



TESTNET

Q2  2021 Q3  2021 Q4 2021

Deposit, lending, and 
clearing functions

VERSION 1
Lending and 
insurance functions

VERSION 2

ROADMAP

50%90% 70% 10%30%



VERSION 1

Proposal and voting for new assets；

Proposal and vote to change the 
interest rate model；

Proposal and vote to change 
parameters or variables；

Subsidy user proposals and voting.

VERSION 3

In the future, the 
qualification of liquidators 
will be opened;

Only when the token 
holdings reach the 
standard can participate 
in the liquidation

VERSION 2

Token economics

Holding tokens to 
deduct interest equity

After the subsidy ends, 
holding tokens to deduct 
interest and other 
expenses

Liquidator's rights Governance



Token allocation

Sum 1 billion 1,000,000,000 Lock up

Team 15% 150,000,000.00 6 months lock up, then every month 5%

Advisors 5% 50,000,000.00 3 months lock up, then every month 5%

Early investors 5.0% 50,000,000.00 12 month linear vesting 

Investors 5.0% 50,000,000.00 6 months linear vesting 

IDO 1.0% 10,000,000.00 unlock right away

Evergreen 4.0% 40,000,000.00 spot - 40% ,but 12 months vesting after 3 months of 
purchase； unsold portion will remain in ECO sector

Eco 30% 300,000,000.00

Mining 35% 350,000,000.00

Sum 100% 1,000,000,000.00



THANKS


